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Presentation outline 

• What do we know about the health effects of 
air pollution? 

• What is the situation in the EU? 

• What are the benefits to the health of 
European citizens of reducing air pollution 
in the EU? 
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Air pollution is a leading cause of death 
and disease in Europe 

• Air pollution is the number one environmental 
cause of premature death in the EU 

• 430 000 premature deaths from particulate air 
pollution (PM2.5) in EU-28 in 2011 

• Air pollution causes cancer, cardiovascular 
diseases, respiratory diseases such as infections, 
asthma 
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Several organs of the human body are affected 
by particulate air pollution 

Source: updated from Peters et al. (2011) 

 Metabolic disorders 
 Diabetes 
 Liver disorders 
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Air pollution causes a wide range of health effects 
and varying number of people are affected 

Source: EEA, 2014 (Based on US EPA) 
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Population exposure in the EU 

Source: EEA, 2014) 
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Any improvement in air quality can lead to improvements in health 
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Perspectives for improvement in the EU 

• Implementation of EU Clean Air Package (including the NEC) 
will: 

• Prevent 58 000 premature deaths annually by 2030 

• Reduce the loss of average statistical life expectancy due 
to air pollution from 8.5 months (in 2005) to 5.3 months (in 
2025) 

• Lead to benefits to people’s health that are 12 times the 
cost of pollution abatement 

• health benefits of € 40-140 billion in external costs 

• € 3 billion in direct benefits such as higher productivity 
of the workforce, lower healthcare costs 

• 100 000 additional jobs due to increased productivity 
and competitiveness 
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Perspectives for improvement in the EU 

• Is this enough? 

• Additional  technical  measures  that  could  be  

implemented  within  the  EU could further reduce the 

loss of life expectancy to 3.6 months on average  

• Far from the EU objective to “achieve levels of air 

quality that do not give rise to significant negative 

impacts on, and risks to, human health and the 

environment” (7th EAP) and from WHO guidelines 
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Key messages 
• Ambient air quality is a leading risk factor for health, 

globally and for Europe as well 

• Ambient air pollution contributes to cardiovascular 
diseases, respiratory diseases, and lung cancer 

• Scientific evidence is accumulating on the variety and 
severity of health effects linked with air pollution 

• Exposure of European population to air pollution should 
be reduced in order to improve public health  

• Reduction of emissions is critical 

• Technical measures are available and can be 
implemented 
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EU long-term objectives for air pollution

“To achieve levels of air quality that do not give rise to
significant negative impacts on, and risks to, human
health and the environment.”

•No exceedance of the WHO recommended levels for health
protection (7EAP, Annex, 54 a)

•No exceedance of critical loads and levels for ecosystems and
biodiversity (7EAP, Annex, 28 d)

Sources: EU’s 5th, 6th and 7th Environment Action Programmes (1993, 2002, 2013)



EU emissions 1990 - 2012

Source: EEA (2014)



Air pollution damage in the EU in 2010
• Health: Air pollution caused more than 400 000 premature deaths.

Plus illnesses, hospital care, medication and lost working days.

• Acidification: Over 120 000 km2 (7%) of sensitive ecosystems exposed
to excess deposition of acidifying pollutants (+ ”old” damage).

• Eutrophication: More than 1 million km2 (63%) of sensitive terrestrial
ecosystems exposed to excess deposition of eutrophying nitrogen
pollutants, including 73% of the Natura2000 area.

• Ozone: The critical level set for the protection of forests was exceeded
at 85% of EU’s rural monitoring stations in 2012.

• Plus impacts on agricultural crops and materials, including our cultural
heritage.

Sources: EEA (2014);  IIASA (2014); EMRC (2014)



Critical load exceedance in Europe
(1880 – 2030)

Source: EEA (2014)



Eutrophication            Acidification
2010: 7.5% (96,000 km2)2010: 62% (1,000,000 km2)

2030 Baseline: 54% (890,000 km2) 2030 Baseline: 3.7% (47,000 km2)
Source: IIASA (Nov 2012) 6+ ozone impacts on forests and farmlands



Air quality & health - now and 2030

2010 2030 Baseline

● In 2010, excessive levels of PM2.5 and O3 were estimated to
cause over 400,000 premature deaths/year in EU28.

● Under a baseline scenario, by 2030 air pollution would still
cause more than 320,000 premature deaths/year.

Maps: Loss of statistical life expectancy from PM2.5 exposure (months)
Sources: IIASA (Nov 2012); EMRC (March 2014) 7



Current air quality in the EU
Percentage of EU urban population exposed to

excess air pollution 2010-2012.

Pollutant EU Air Quality
standard

Exposure WHO guide
value

Exposure

PM2.5 25 (year) 10-14 % 10 (year) 91-93 %

PM10 50 (day) 21-30 % 20 (year) 64-83 %

Ozone 120 (8-hour) 14-17 % 100 (8-hour) 95-98 %

NO2 40 (year) 8-13 % 40 (year) 8-13 %

Source: EEA (2014)

Based on monitoring data, EEA estimates 431,000 (PM2.5) plus
16,000 (O3) = 447,000 premature deaths in EU in 2011.



Origin of PM2.5 - 2009

Source: IIASA (2014)

Netherlands

Source contributions
to PM2.5

Average of the urban
AIRBASE stations



Baseline

7th EAP objective / WHO guideline

MTFR

2005 2020 2025 2030

COM PROPOSAL
67% ‘gap-closure’
towards MTFR

COM PROPOSAL
Worse than
baseline!

COM proposal

Max Technically
Feasible Reductions
(MTFR)

EEB recommendation

Impacts

Time

EEB recommendation



Proposed NECD emission targets for 2030
2005 (kton) 2030 CLE (%) 2030 NEC (%) 2030 MTFR (%)

SO2 8,172 -73 -81 -83

NOx 11,538 -65 -69 -75

PM2.5 1,647 -27 -51 -63

NM-VOCs 9,259 -41 -50 -66

NH3 3,928 -7 -27 -35

CH4 20,487 -24 -33 ?

Sources: IIASA TSAP  Report No 11 (Feb. 2014); EMRC (March 2014); COM (Dec. 2013)

€ 3.3 bn/yr € 51 bn/yrEstimated costs 2030:

Estimated health benefits 2030: € 39-139 bn/yr € 58-207 bn/yr

NB! Costs are overestimated – benefits are underestimated!
EU 40% climate target for 2030 will cut NEC costs significantly!

Mercury!?



NECD health & environmental impacts
2005 2030 CLE 2030 NEC 2030 MTFR

Health PM2,5
(premature deaths)

approx.
480 000 304 000 246 000 218 000

Health O3
(premature deaths)

approx.
23 000 17 200 16 200 14 500

Eutrophication
(thousand km2)

1 148
(68%)

871
(53%)

748
(45%)

665
(40%)

Acidification forests
(thousand km2)

161
(13%)

42
(3.5%)

23
(1.8%)

18
(1.4%)

Sources: IIASA (Feb. 2014); EMRC (March 2014); COM (Dec. 2013)

Estimated health costs in 2010:
Estimated health costs 2030-NEC:

€ 332 - 943 bn/yr
€ 167 - 595 bn/yr

Long-term objectives are far from achieved…

Acceptable??



Impact gap-closure 2005-2030

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

CLE
NEC
MTFR

Acidification

Eutrophication

Health (O3)

Health (PM)

Source: IIASA (2014)



Conclusions
•Air pollutant emissions and damage are still much too high - further
emission reductions bring significant benefits to society.

•The revised NEC directive should aim to achieve EU’s environmental
objectives.

•Ensuring a high level of ambition in the revised NEC directive requires new
and strengthened sectoral measures, especially for:

- Agriculture (NH3, PM/BC, CH4)
- International shipping (SO2, NOx, PM/BC)
- Domestic solid-fuel combustion (PM/BC, VOCs)
- Road and non-road vehicles and engines (NOx, PM/BC)
- Medium and large combustion plants (SO2, NOx, PM)
- Solvents in products (VOCs)

•Climate, energy, transport & agriculture policies have great impact on air
pollutant  emissions. Faster and more far-reaching domestic GHG emission
reductions needed in EU.



More information?

www.airclim.org

Subscribe to Acid News!
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Potential for reducing emissions
from road traffic and improving air

quality
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 Huge improvements in controlling emissions from new cars and heavy-duty vehicles.

 Euro 6 (light-duty) and Euro VI (heavy-duty) will significantly cut transport NOx and
particle emissions.

 However, ACEA recognises that more can be done to give confidence that the light-
duty Euro 6 regulations will deliver improvements in NOx emissions under real driving

 Huge improvements in controlling emissions from new cars and heavy-duty vehicles.

 Euro 6 (light-duty) and Euro VI (heavy-duty) will significantly cut transport NOx and
particle emissions.

 However, ACEA recognises that more can be done to give confidence that the light-
duty Euro 6 regulations will deliver improvements in NOx emissions under real driving

Massive progress so far
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 To address the environmental need and take action now to enable confidence in Euro6

 COM Communication - A Clean Air Program for Europe:

 “2.2.1. Completing unfinished business: fixing the light-duty diesel emissions
problem.”

 “The required reductions have been delivered, with one exception: NOx
emissions from light-duty diesel engines.”

 “In its CARS 2020 Communication, the Commission noted the shortcoming of the
current procedures and committed to a new test procedure in the type-
approval framework to assess NOx emissions of light-duty vehicles under real-
world driving conditions.”

 “This will ensure the substantial reduction of real-world NOx emissions required
to achieve Euro 6 NOx emission limits under normal driving conditions.”

 To address the environmental need and take action now to enable confidence in Euro6

 COM Communication - A Clean Air Program for Europe:

 “2.2.1. Completing unfinished business: fixing the light-duty diesel emissions
problem.”

 “The required reductions have been delivered, with one exception: NOx
emissions from light-duty diesel engines.”

 “In its CARS 2020 Communication, the Commission noted the shortcoming of the
current procedures and committed to a new test procedure in the type-
approval framework to assess NOx emissions of light-duty vehicles under real-
world driving conditions.”

 “This will ensure the substantial reduction of real-world NOx emissions required
to achieve Euro 6 NOx emission limits under normal driving conditions.”

RDE – Why do we need RDE?
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The issue for Real Driving Emissions



How to measure Real Driving Emissions
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Application of Real Driving Emissions (RDE)

Installation of PEMS
Vehicle and PEMS
validation on dyno PEMS test

Data evaluation,
including

normalisation

RDEpollutant =
CFpollutant x Euro 6,

Pass or Fail Selection of CF factor
based on boundary

conditions



 Most important topics of RDE LDV Regulation Most important topics of RDE LDV Regulation

Important pillars of RDE
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Real Driving Emissions

Introduction
Scenario &
Flexibility

Real Driving Emissions

2 Step Approach
Final Step

comparable
stringency

to HD*

Use of ECU-
Signals

CF-Values PEMS light

*Heavy Duty

Boundary
Conditions

Define normal
Driving by
Boundary
Conditions



Boundary Conditions
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 The scope of RDE testing must be defined on a legal basis so that it results in the
same stringency of RDE test for all OEMs and such that testing by 3rd parties are
within reasonable boundaries.

 This has to be defined by clear unambiguous boundary conditions

What does normal driving mean?

‘v • apos’

Road Incline

Temperature

*gross vehicle weight

The average
over all sum

per car in Europe
is about 1,4
people

Normal driving

-7°C-7°C
max.
acceleration
max.
acceleration

Vehicle weight
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Example:
Compact Class

SCR-Integration in rear endImplications for RDE

RDE - technical Integration in vehicle
 Designs for Euro 6c [from Sept 2017] have already been signed off, huge

investments have been made, suppliers and contracts are all ready.

 Significant effort to implement appropriate software changes to address RDE can be
accommodated in Euro 6c.

 Further significant Hardware changes will be needed
to comply with RDE regulation
in a second step.



Market Launch
2014
EU6b

NT
RDE final
step 5 years
after OJ

AT RDE Final step  + 1
year after NT

final step

9/2018
AT RDE

Production Volume
100%

Try outs  / pilot  production

series production of new
model generationLaunched model

No hardware
change possible

9/2017
NT RDE
Intermediate
step

2016
NT RDE

Pilot prod
6c

Software
Approx.

20%

Introduction Scenario & Flexibility

 Massive Hardware changes are not manageable in production plants
within two years before end of model lifecycle. Plants are already working
on the pilot production of next generation models.

8

Average model lifecycle approx. 6 to 7 years

Development  for RDEDevelopment EU6b2008

2015



 Industry is clear  the only opportunity for the introduction of the RDE Regulation is
through a package according to a:

2-Step approach that includes an

intermediate (NT1) and a final step (NT1 & AT1)

 This will lead to the full RDE introduction (with appropriate CF) from 5 years after
publishing in OJ (expected in 2015).

 The industry commitment to the RDE Regulation therefore includes an intermediate
step at Sept 2017 (NT) with an appropriate CF2.

 Industry is clear  the only opportunity for the introduction of the RDE Regulation is
through a package according to a:

2-Step approach that includes an

intermediate (NT1) and a final step (NT1 & AT1)

 This will lead to the full RDE introduction (with appropriate CF) from 5 years after
publishing in OJ (expected in 2015).

 The industry commitment to the RDE Regulation therefore includes an intermediate
step at Sept 2017 (NT) with an appropriate CF2.

RDE – Real Driving Emissions

Sensible RDE Regulation

2016 20192015 20182014 2017 2020 2021 ff
09/ 2017

Monitoring (NT) Intermediate  CF Step (NT) Final CF Step (NT)
Final CF Step (AT)

1 New Types & All Types 2 Conformity Factor

9

2-Step approach that includes an

intermediate (NT1) and a final step (NT1 & AT1)



Air Quality benefit
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 Detailed emission and air quality simulation for Germany

Emission factors of HBEF3.1/HBEF3.2 and scenarios adjusted by TU Graz. Fleet
emission simulation for traffic sites. Air quality simulation considering urban
background NO2, NO and ozone, road side NO and NO2 from air quality stations

 92% of traffic / 97% of all quality stations in Germany compliant (2030)

Substantial Improvement of Roadside NO2
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Conclusions
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 Industry is not blocking or delaying RDE – we are supporting it.

 Industry is proposing an RDE Package that will lead to a simultaneous Air Quality benefit:

 A 2-Step introduction of the RDE-Regulation is technically feasible.

 The final step of the industry RDE proposal is of comparable stringency to the heavy-
duty (Euro VI) “RDE” program.

 The RDE Regulation must be robustly defined in terms of moderate and extended test
boundary conditions and achievable Conformity Factors (CFs).

 ACEA is willing to discuss more stringent boundary conditions in a final step for RDE but on
the basis of environmental need, representative coverage of EU driving conditions and
robust impact assessment.

 The ACEA RDE package can be agreed quickly and then implemented via a monitoring
phase - which ACEA will support.

 ACEA’s proposal enables the early start of RDE – other proposals implying massive
hardware changes from 2017 will not be achieved – this poses risks to the whole auto
industry and its competitiveness.

 However, helping to meet ambient NO2 concentration limits will depend the rate of
introduction of new RDE compliant vehicles into the EU fleet – this is not in the control of
industry.

 Industry is not blocking or delaying RDE – we are supporting it.

 Industry is proposing an RDE Package that will lead to a simultaneous Air Quality benefit:

 A 2-Step introduction of the RDE-Regulation is technically feasible.

 The final step of the industry RDE proposal is of comparable stringency to the heavy-
duty (Euro VI) “RDE” program.

 The RDE Regulation must be robustly defined in terms of moderate and extended test
boundary conditions and achievable Conformity Factors (CFs).

 ACEA is willing to discuss more stringent boundary conditions in a final step for RDE but on
the basis of environmental need, representative coverage of EU driving conditions and
robust impact assessment.

 The ACEA RDE package can be agreed quickly and then implemented via a monitoring
phase - which ACEA will support.

 ACEA’s proposal enables the early start of RDE – other proposals implying massive
hardware changes from 2017 will not be achieved – this poses risks to the whole auto
industry and its competitiveness.

 However, helping to meet ambient NO2 concentration limits will depend the rate of
introduction of new RDE compliant vehicles into the EU fleet – this is not in the control of
industry.
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Road Incline

Boundary Conditions – Road Incline
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Normal driving can be described by a limitation – see
Appendix 8 (was App. 7)
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Boundary Conditions - Normal Driving
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Driving behavior

relaxed driving

 low acceleration
frequency

 low vehicle speed

type approval cycle

 current worldwide
regulation

 fixed acceleration
 fixed vehicle speed

extreme driving

Normal Driving

P95 %

 High accel eration
frequency

 High veh  icle
speed



 The vehicle test mass shall be comprised by including test equipment, mounting and
power supply devices and driver(s) like:

 European Trend
of persons per car:

 The vehicle test mass shall be comprised by including test equipment, mounting and
power supply devices and driver(s) like:

 European Trend
of persons per car:

Vehicle test mass

Vehicle test mass
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Highway
Out of cities
Over all
Inner city
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reference: DESTATIS, BASt

 Extended vehicle test mass conditions:
 The M1 vehicle test mass shall not

exceed the lower of:
a) 90% of GVW
or
b) 2,840kg

 Moderate vehicle test mass conditions:
 The M1 vehicle test mass shall not

exceed the lowest of:
a) vehicle unladen mass excluding
driver +200kg
b) 90% of GVW
or
c) 2,840Kg

The average over
all sum of people
per car in Europe
is about 1,4



 The EMISIA/ACEA study assigns all distance driven in EU-28 for passenger and
light-commercial vehicles into various temperature bins.

 Temperatures below +3°C are not practical for technical, safety and potential
freezing issues.

 For development and verification purposes it is beneficial with a margin to 0°C as
the availability of engine/vehicle dynos with sub-zero cooling capacity is limited.

 For a further small step in temperature below 0°C, the corresponding development
and investment is a massive step.

 The EMISIA/ACEA study assigns all distance driven in EU-28 for passenger and
light-commercial vehicles into various temperature bins.

 Temperatures below +3°C are not practical for technical, safety and potential
freezing issues.

 For development and verification purposes it is beneficial with a margin to 0°C as
the availability of engine/vehicle dynos with sub-zero cooling capacity is limited.

 For a further small step in temperature below 0°C, the corresponding development
and investment is a massive step.

Ambient temperature for measurement

Ambient Temperature
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+10°C … +30°C  62% of all distance driven in EU28
+8°C ... +30°C  71% of all distance driven in EU28
+6°C ... +30°C  80% of all distance driven in EU28

+4°C ... +30°C  88% of all distance driven in EU28

+2°C ... +30°C  93% of all distance driven in EU28

0°C … +30°C  97% of all distance driven in EU28
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backup



Introduction Scenario & Flexibility
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US graded %-phase



Introduction Scenario & Flexibility

ACEA & JAMA Diesel NOx Fleet Performance of New
Registered Vehicles for RDE Moderate Driving Conditions

Fleet performance EU 6b (09/2014) Monitoring (2015) Intermediate Step 09/2017 Final Step (5 years after Publ.)

In 2015 83% 17% 17% 0%
In 2016 75% 19% 19% 5%
In 2017 60% 21% 21% 14%
In 2018 23% 16% 16% 35%
In 2019 9% 4% 4% 58%
In 2020 3% 2% 2% 95%
In 2021 0% 0% 0% 100%

2016 20192015 20182014 2017 2020 2021 ff

09/ 2017

Monitoring (NT) Intermediate  CF Step (NT) Final CF Step (NT)
Final CF Step (AT)1 New Types & All Types 2 Conformity Factor



CARS – 21- final report 2012
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6. Type-approval measures controlling vehicle
emissions in use, using not-to-exceed
concepts, similar to those foreseen for heavy-duty
vehicles, have to be evaluated for light
duty vehicles application as well. The Portable
Emission Measurement System (PEMS)
method is one of the candidate methods
considered by the RDE-LDV working group. The
alternative candidate procedure is the random
cycles approach derived from the EU WLTP driving
data collection. Both candidate
methods/procedures have to be evaluated
according to a list of assessment criteria, including
cost/effectiveness, reliability and
repeatability for regulatory purposes, to examine
the possibility for implementing them as from Euro
6. Authorities and vehicle industry need to
cooperate in this effort.

7. It has to be taken into account that time will be
needed to adapt to these new procedures and to
see their complexity, effects and costs. The
completion of open issues in the Euro 6 emission
legislation should be done in a timely manner,
allowing industry sufficient leadtime. This concern
could also be alleviated through a progressive
application of the measures. This could be done by
starting with relatively high compliance factors,
taking out the so-called outlying emitters first,
and progressively strengthening of these factors
over time.

6. Type-approval measures controlling vehicle emissions in use, using not-to-exceed
concepts, similar to those foreseen for heavy-duty vehicles, have to be evaluated for light
duty vehicles application as well. The Portable Emission Measurement System (PEMS)
method is one of the candidate methods considered by the RDE-LDV working group. The
alternative candidate procedure is the random cycles approach derived from the EU WLTP
driving data collection. Both candidate methods/procedures have to be evaluated according to
a list of assessment criteria, including cost/effectiveness, reliability and
repeatability for regulatory purposes, to examine the possibility for implementing them as
from Euro 6. Authorities and vehicle industry need to cooperate in this effort.

7. It has to be taken into account that time will be needed to adapt to these new procedures
and to see their complexity, effects and costs. The completion of open issues in the Euro 6
emission legislation should be done in a timely manner, allowing industry sufficient leadtime.
This concern could also be alleviated through a progressive application of the measures.
This could be done by starting with relatively high compliance factors, taking out the so-
called outlying emitters first, and progressively strengthening of these factors over time.
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The Chambers of Agriculture in 
France: a network

 110 public establishments – covering the entire country 
– 7,800 associates

 Managed by 4,200 elected officials representing all those 
in agriculture, rural areas and forestry

 Advising farmers: on technical, economic, environmental 
and administrative aspects

 Contributing to the economic vitality of the territories, 
working with the public and local authorities
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Agriculture and air quality 
Challenges
What to do and what limits what we do
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Agriculture and air quality: 
challenges

 Main purpose: produce food (quantity and quality)

 Many farms – spread across the whole country – varying sizes and production 
modes – different soil and climate conditions

 Particular sector

– Emits air pollutants: mainly NH3

– Victim of air pollution (lower yields, poorer quality plant products)

Source: ADEME

 Work with living matter, so

– Diffuse pollution: multiple 
sources of emissions

– Factors that are out of 
farmers' control (weather, 
etc.)

– Factors that can be partially 
influenced by the farmer 
(practices, materials)



Regulatory framework
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.Habitats 
directive

Nitrates 
directive

IED ICPE 
(Fr)

Climate 
and energy 

policy NEC 
directive

National 
legislation

Animal 
welfare

The sources of emissions from air pollutants (buildings, storing 
effluents, spreading, fertilisation, etc.) fall under many regulatory 
frameworks

France

Issue of air 
emissions from 
agriculture is 

recent 
compared to 

water pollution 
matters 



Examples of what can be done
 Food
– Adjust feed intake depending on the stage of growth

– Decrease protein content

 Buildings
– Decrease how long excrement remains in the building

– Air washing

 Storage
– Cover slurry pits

– Cover manure

 Other
– Increase grazing time

Combine activities to be implemented along the entire livestock 
manure management chain

 Please note that not all techniques can be combined (technical 
reasons, etc.)



Examples of what limits what we do

 Improvement is possible in certain sectors, but not all
– E.g. animal feed: +80% of pig feed is already adapted to the animal's 

stage of growth

 Actions "with constraints"
– E.g. spreading period for livestock manure/fertilisers depends on:

• regulatory periods (nitrates directive)

• how farming sites are organised

• the weather

 Techniques that cannot be applied to all species
– E.g. no cost-effective building measures for cattle (open buildings to 

ventilate or recirculate air)

 Market-dependant measures
– E.g. ammonium nitrates

• type of fertiliser that volatises less urea

• yet urea costs less on the global fertilisers market and farmers have problems 
accessing supplies of this product
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What is being done
By the farming sector and the Chambers of 
Agriculture to foster change
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Past activities

 Knowledge acquisition
– Scientific publications

– Identifying where to target technical actions

 Some uncertainties remain on significant air 
emissions (from 35% for NH3 to more than 200% for 
PM)

 Difficult to know the application rates of these 
techniques at farm level

 Awareness raising targeting the agricultural sector 
and farmers: Activities started by the Chambers 
of Agriculture and that need to be continued
– Local partnerships with those involved in surveying 

air quality

– Creating a think tank to include this topic under 
general advice given to farmers

– Information packs

– Information/awareness raising days in the different 
regions, organised by the Chambers of Agriculture
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NEC directive: 
Emission reduction level 
Varying situations across Europe, yet with a 
common message
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Realistic reduction targets
Want to continue improving farming 
practices, yet realising that

 The 2005 reference year does not take 
note of efforts that have already been 
made

 There are significant limitations
– Germany –39%, Demark –37%, United 

Kingdom –21%

– Not in line with Member State projections

– Some countries have 2030 targets that are 
on a par with implementing all techniques 
simultaneously (France)

2020 compared to 
2005

2030 
compared 

to 2005

2030 
compared to 

2005

In kt Gothenburg 
(enacted)

Draft 
directive 

Projections 
from French 

works 

NH3 
(ammonia)

-4% -29% Between -
5% and -

18%

Comparative table between the draft NEC 

directive and France's projections

Source: Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and 

Energy

• Lack of understanding of the IIASA (International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis) scenarios – No economic impact assessment on the 
agricultural sector: How will costs change?

- Although certain measures have a 2030 cost efficiency in €/kgNH3 that is not 
negative, i.e. are sources of savings (food),

- Others have a positive cost (spreading material, tank covers, air washing, etc.)
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Our messages on the NEC directive

 PM air pollution: complex phenomenon that combines 
different sources (industrial, agricultural and heating + local 
conditions)

 Agriculture, livestock production and grassland have a positive 
effect on the climate (carbon sinks)

 Committed movement in the agricultural sector: undertaking 
activities

E.g.: Netherlands –66% NH3 between 1990 and 2011, Belgium –44%



Our messages on the NEC directive

To be applicable at farm level:

 Need a transversal and integrated approach and not an 
approach per environmental policy (water/air/animal 
welfare/climate change, etc.)

 Essential to take the particularities of the agricultural sector into 
account when setting a realistic reduction target: no decrease to 
the herd size or level of production – risk of abandoning 
livestock production and turning over grassland

 Must heed economic limitations (cost of measures and 
investments) and agricultural practices => to establish concrete 
and achievable actions

 Importance of valuing prior activities

 CH4: to be tackled under the new framework for climate and 
energy policies
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Thank you for your attention

APCA contact sophie.agasse@apca.chambagri.fr

Copa-Cogeca contact Antonia.Andugar@copa-cogeca.eu

mailto:sophie.agasse@apca.chambagri.fr
mailto:Antonia.Andugar@copa-cogeca.eu
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For more information

 On what the network of Chambers of Agriculture is 
doing

– APCA national day on agriculture and air quality

http://www.chambres-agriculture.fr/outils-et-
modules/actualites/article/qualite-de-lair-et-agricultu/

– Regional Chambers of Agriculture from the Pays de la 
Loire region

http://www.paysdelaloire.chambagri.fr/menu/territoires/envi
ronnement/qualite-de-lair/forum-air.html

– Regional Chambers of Agriculture from the Lorraine region

http://cra-
lorraine.fr/index.php?page=021&rubrique=Qualit%E9%20
de%20l%27air

http://www.chambres-agriculture.fr/outils-et-modules/actualites/article/qualite-de-lair-et-agricultu/
http://www.paysdelaloire.chambagri.fr/menu/territoires/environnement/qualite-de-lair/forum-air.html
http://cra-lorraine.fr/index.php?page=021&rubrique=Qualit%E9%20de%20l%27air


Agriculture et pollution de 
l’air : enjeux, actions et 
limites de l’action

Daniel Roguet –
Elu référent « Climat, air, énergie » Chambre d’Agriculture France
-Président de la Chambre d'Agriculture de la Somme

Audition publique 4 décembre 2014
- révision de la Directive NEC
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Les Chambres d’Agriculture en 
France : un réseau

• 110 établissements publics – présents sur tout le 
territoire - 7 800 collaborateurs

• Administrés par 4 200 élus représentant l’ensemble des 
acteurs du monde agricole, rural et forestier

• Conseil aux agriculteurs : aspects techniques, 
économiques, environnementaux et administratifs 

• Contribuent au dynamisme économique des territoires 
en lien avec les pouvoirs publics et les collectivités 
locales
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Agriculture et qualité de l’air 
Enjeux
Leviers d’action et limites
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Agriculture et qualité de l’air : 
enjeux

• Principale vocation : production alimentaire (quantité et qualité)

• Nombreuses exploitations – répartition sur l’ensemble du territoire – tailles et 
modes de production différents – contextes pédo-climatiques variés

• Secteur particulier :
– Émetteur de polluants atmosphériques : principalement NH3

– Victime de la pollution atmosphérique (diminution des rendements, 
dégradation de la qualité des produits végétaux)

Source ADEME

• Travail avec du vivant donc:
– Pollution diffuse : sources 

d’émissions multiples
– Facteurs indépendants du 

contrôle de l’agriculteur 
(météorologie, etc)

– Facteurs partiellement 
influençables par l’agriculteur  
(pratiques, matériels)



Cadre réglementaire
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Les sources d’émissions de polluants atmosphériques (bâtiment, 
stockage effluents, épandage, fertilisation etc) font l’objet de 
nombreux encadrements réglementaires

France

sujet des rejets 
atmosphériques 
de l’agriculture 

récent par 
rapport à la 

question de la 
pollution de 

l’eau 



Exemples de leviers d’action
• Alimentation :

– Ajustement ration alimentaire par stade de croissance
– Diminution du taux protéique

• Bâtiment
– Diminuer la durée de présence des déjections dans le bâtiment
– Lavage d’air

• Stockage
– Couverture des fosses à lisier
– Couverture du fumier

• Autres
– Augmentation du temps de pâturage

⇒Des combinaisons d’action à mettre en place sur l’ensemble de la 
chaîne de gestion des effluents d’élevage

⇒Attention toutes les techniques ne se combinent pas (impossibilité
technique etc)



Exemple des limites aux actions
• Des marges de progression possible dans certaines filières mais 

pas dans toutes:
– Ex alimentation animale : +80% élevage de porcs en alimentation 

adaptée à la phase de croissance des animaux

• Des actions « sous contraintes »
– Ex Période d’épandage effluents d’élevage / fertilisants : 

• par les périodes réglementaires (Directive nitrates)
• par l’organisation des chantiers agricoles
• par la météorologie

• Des techniques qui ne s’appliquent pas à toutes les espèces 
– Ex pas de mesure bâtiment coût / efficace pour les bovins (bâtiment 

ouvert pour aération recyclage de l’air)

• Des mesures dépendantes du marché :
– Ex ammonitrates 

• forme d’engrais qui volatilise moins que l’urée 
• mais marché mondial des engrais avec un coût de l’urée inférieur et des 

questions d’approvisionnement pour exploitant
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Actions
Du secteur agricole et des Chambres 
d’Agriculture pour accompagner le 
changement
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Les actions menées
• Acquisition de connaissance : 

– Publications scientifiques 
– Identification des leviers d’action techniques
⇒ Reste des coefficients d’incertitudes sur les rejets 

atmosphériques importants (de 35% pour le NH3 à
plus de 200% pour les PM)

⇒ Difficultés à connaître les taux d’application des 
techniques dans les exploitations

• Sensibilisation du secteur agricole et des 
agriculteurs : Action entamée par les Chambres 
d’Agriculture et à poursuivre
– Partenariats locaux avec acteur de la surveillance 

qualité de l’air 
– Mise en place de groupe de réflexion pour intégration 

cette thématique dans le conseil global aux 
exploitants

– Plaquette d’information
– Journée d’information /sensibilisation dans les 

régions par les Chambres d’Agriculture
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Directive NEC : 
Niveau de réduction des émissions 
Des situations en Europe différentes mais un 
message commun
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Des objectifs de réduction réalistes
Volonté de poursuivre les améliorations des 
pratiques agricoles, mais constat : 

•Une année de référence 2005 qui ne prend 
pas en compte les efforts déjà réalisés

•Des niveaux de contraintes importants 
– Allemagne –39%, Danemark –37%, 

Royaume Unis –21% 
– Incohérents avec les projections des États 

membres
– Des pays qui ont des objectifs 2030 égaux 

à la mise en place de toutes les techniques 
simultanées (France)

2020 par rapport à
2005

2030 par 
rapport à

2005

2030 par 
rapport à

2005

En kt Göteborg (acté) Projet de 
directive 

Projections 
issues des 

travaux 
français 

NH3 
(ammoniac)

-4% -29% comprises 
entre -5% et 

-18%

Tableau comparaison projet Directive NEC 
et projection de l’État  français
Source MEDDE

• Incompréhension sur les scénarios d’IIASA (international institute for 
applied systemes analys)- Absence d’étude d’impact économique sur le 
secteur agricole : Quelle évaluation des coûts?

- Si certaines mesures ont un coût/efficacité à 2030 en €/kgNH3 non émis négatif 
c’est-à-dire source d’économie (alimentation)

- D’autres ont un coût positif (matériel épandage, couverture de fosse, lavage 
d’air..)
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Nos messages pour la Directive NEC
• Pollution atmosphérique PM: phénomène complexe qui est 

une combinaison de sources différentes (industriel, agricole et 
chauffage + conditions locales)

• Effet positif de l’agriculture, de l’élevage et des prairies sur le 
climat (puits de carbone)

• Mouvement engagé en agriculture : mise en place des leviers 
d’action 
ex : Pays bas –66% NH3 entre 1990 et 2011, Belgique –44%



Nos messages pour la Directive NEC

Pour être applicable au niveau des exploitations agricoles : 

• Nécessité d’une approche transversale et intégrée et non pas 
d’une approche par politique  environnementale (eau/ air/ bien 
être animal/changement climatique...)

• Indispensable prise en compte de la spécificité du secteur 
agricole pour la fixation d’objectif de réduction réaliste : pas de 
diminution de cheptel ou de niveau production - risque 
d’abandon de l’élevage et de retournement de prairie

• Nécessaire prise en compte des contraintes économiques (coût 
des mesures et investissements) et des pratiques agricoles => 
pour avoir des actions concrètes et réalisables

• Importance de la valorisation des actions déjà mises en place 

• CH4 : à traiter dans le nouveau cadre énergie climat
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Merci de votre attention

Contact APCA sophie.agasse@apca.chambagri.fr

Contact Copa Cogeca Antonia.Andugar@copa-cogeca.eu
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Pour en savoir plus

• Sur les actions dans le réseau des Chambres 
d’Agriculture
– APCA Journée nationale agriculture et qualité de l’air
http://www.chambres-agriculture.fr/outils-et-

modules/actualites/article/qualite-de-lair-et-agricultu/
– Chambre régionale d’agriculture des Pays de la Loire
http://www.paysdelaloire.chambagri.fr/menu/territoires/envi

ronnement/qualite-de-lair/forum-air.html
– Chambre régionale d’agriculture de Lorraine
http://cra-

lorraine.fr/index.php?page=021&rubrique=Qualit%E9%20
de%20l%27air
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- Regione Lombardia (L) è di quasi 10 mln di abitanti (9,91 mln);
- bacino padano (VDA,P,L,V,TAA,FVG,ER) > i 25 mln di abitanti (>40% ab. it.).

Contesto socio-economico, L e BP
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50% National PIL

DENSITÀ POPOLAZIONE
- Regione Lombardia (L) è di quasi 10 mln di abitanti (9,91 mln);
- bacino padano (VDA,P,L,V,TAA,FVG,ER) > i 25 mln di abitanti (>40% ab. it.).

Contesto socio-economico, L e BP



Source: EEA Air Quality report 2012The Po Valley is the
only european

extensive area where
simultaneously

situations of
systematic exceeding

the limit values of
particulate matter

(PM) and ozone (O3)
occur.
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  I In the Po valley Low wind

are related to high pollution
levels.

The figure refers to the
relation between ventilation
index and PM2.5
concentration in Bologna
.(from ARPA ER)

PM10 ozone

Source: EEA Air Quality report 2012
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The large scale background concentration of PM10 exceed
the LV in some zonesE
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The large scale background concentration of PM10 exceed the LV in
some zones:

– To comply with the LV a large scale action plan is needed.
– The additional emergency and local actions act at local level

on hot spots
The 60-65 % of PM is secondary

– The action plan should reduce the emissions of pollutants
responsible for secondary PM pollution (VOCs, NH3, SOx, …)
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Experimental data: PM1 chemical composition

A large part of PM1 is mainly composed by secondary organic and inorganic
aerosol. That contribution is very important in the urban area.
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Emission sources (2010) Emilia-Romagna

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

CO2

COV

NH3

NOx

PM10

SO2

Att prod-prod en elettrica Riscaldamento Trasporti Gestione rifiuti Agricoltura

PM10: main sources of primary are transport  (45%) and civil heating (39%).
NOx: emissions are mainly due to transport (66%), industry and energy production (23%).
COV: emissions are mainly related to industry and energy production  (57%) and civil heating (29%).
CO2: emissions are mainly related to industry and energy production (46%) and transport (30%)
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Costs over CLE [AU]

PM10 daily mean over the Emilia-Romagna region

CLE 2020

Target for the AQ Plan

MFR
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The ELV will be exceeded in the CLE 2020 scenario: a
regional AQ plan is needed!!!

•CLE 2020:
National Strategy for Energy (SEN 2013, approved by Decreto
interministeriale 8/3/2013)
Regional Transport Plan (PRIT)
Regional Energy Plan (PER)
Regional rules (n. 1, 28 ottobre 2011) for the storage and application of
liquid and slurry effluents from agricolture (disposizioni in materia di
utilizzazione organica degli effluenti di allevamenti e delle acque reflue di
aziende agricole.

SCENARIOS AND COSTS – EFFECTIVENESS NEEDING
LIFE PROJECT OPERA



PAIR-2020
An integrated cross sector and multi-area approach

• PAIR2020 pollutant reduction needed:

• We need integration between sector policies and air quality and climate
change policies.

• All over Emilia-Romagna Region but…. All over Po Valley too!!!!

PAIR 2020 KEYWORD

INTEGRATION
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PAIR’s themes - measures
the multi level governance

Energy
efficiency

Sustainable
mobility of

people

Sustainable
management of goods

Low emission
zones

Green Public
Procurement

Energy
production

Education and
comunication

BATs in
agriculture

Spatial
planning

BATs in
productive
activities

Smart
cities

Research and
innovation

Pedestrian
areas

Green Urban
Areas

Ten Air Quality
Agreements signed
since 2002 by
Region, Provinces
and Municipalities
with over 50.000
inhabitants – totally
23 authorities – plus
50 Municipalities that
joined the
agreements on a
voluntary base

PA
IR

 2
02

0

At Present Total financing is:
more than 900 M€ in ten years
(500 M€ from regional funds)

IT’S BEEN A LONG WAY
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Euro 5 Cars Type Approval CO2 and NOx data 2010 –
why diesel?

Mean engine size for CO2>250 g/km = 4.7 litres!
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A case of potential conflict: biomass burning

The emissions from combustion
of biomass is strongly
influenced by the different
combustion device

Nox
(g/GJ)

PM10
(g/GJ)

Traditional open
fireplace 100 860

Closed fireplace 100 380

Pellets stove BAT 100 30

Automatic pellets or
wood chips stove or

wood BAT stove 100 76

Innovative stove or
heater 100 380

Traditional wood
burning stove 100 480

Natural gas boiler 35 0,2

NOx
(t/anno)

PM10
(t/anno)

2010 Emissions
Inventory 1517 5343

No open fireplace
Scenario 1225 2856

Caminetto aperto
tradizionale

48%

Caminetto chiuso o inserto
camino

8%

Stufa a legna
32%

Forno a legna
1%

Barbecue
1%

Caldaia innovativa o
avanzata a legna

3%

Stufa automatica a pellets
7%
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Emissioni di Benzo(a)Pirene in Lombardia

15

Combustione di
materiali ligno-

cellulosici

Fonte: ARPA Lombardia – U.O. Modellistica Atmosferica e Inventari
Elaborazioni su risultati inventario 2010 PR - http://ww.inemar.eu

20 novembre 2014

Silvia Anna Bellizona - Guido Lanzani
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THE WIN-WIN MEASURE: ENERGY SAVING

TOMORROWTOMORROW

TODAYTODAY
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• National emission reductions commitments are comparable with
the emissions reduction target set by the PAIR2020: about -50% for
main pollutants

• That emissions reduction are needed to comply with the air quality
standards, but are a challenge for society and economy

• To reach such target an integrated approach is needed involving
local, regional, national and European levels of governance.

• Air quality and climate policies should be better integrated (win-win
approach) (same tools and same objectives)

• official projections should be prepared and delivered to regional
Agencies for preparing the regional action plans.

According to art. 2.2.2 of the communication from the commission on
Clean Air programme, regional Governments and Environmental
Agencies over the Po Valley submitted for LIFE 2014 programme:

• PREPAIR (Po Regions Engaged to Policies of AIR) Integrate Project
• MAPPO (Monitoring Air quality Policies in the PO valley) Trad. LIFE
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Hoping all our efforts will be successful and let
our people having better Air Quality, I’d like to
thank all you for being here
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